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Thesis Summary:
Skateboarding is made possible by the built environment, but without architecture necessarily
being designed for its occurrence. Without knowing it, designers have created environments
that facilitate a social and artistic culture to thrive. And this has happened – for the most part
– in leftover pieces of landscape, infrastructure, and urban settings. Skaters move through and
experience space in unique ways. While their boards enable this experience, there is more;
most spaces are not designed for them – and some are even designed to keep them out –
but, nevertheless, skaters persevere through invention and creativity. Skaters actively search
for interesting spaces or even modify a site in order to enhance their experience. Over time,
skateboarders develop a new way of thinking; a “skater conscious.” They build upon the
seemingly mundane cityscape and imagine and embody another world. Rather than space
remaining static, it becomes constantly reinterpreted by skater’s interaction with physical forms
and their projected use onto the environment. What can that mean for architecture and the
potential of skater and non-skater interaction?
This project proposes that a deeper understanding of skater’s methods of interaction with their
physical surroundings will aid in the production of architectural interventions that enhance the
built environment for both skaters and non-skaters.

Skater Conscious
Jeremy Bowen

“While the old flatlanders flounder in their parks, the boys are going
upside down in the sewers”
(Borden I, Skateboarding, Space and the City)
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1| INTRODUCTION

1.1 Skater Conscious

Abstract:
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Speed is dependent
on walking speed,
however other means of
transportation are used to
increase speed and area

Due to the speed of nonskaters and willingness to
travel daily, they usually
cover small areas

As skaters investigate and produce themselves
within unused
F u l l C o n tr o l
spaces the research will further focus on revitalizing existing,
underused infrastructure. Work will specifically target water control
facilities in a number of cities. Because of their natural form,
ubiquity, yet lack of design development, such spaces are ripe
N o C o ntr ol
for proposals for new, multipurpose, and culturally-rich
spaces for
ONTROL
both skaters and non-skaters to interact. C

Skaters experience
moments of both
control and no control

F u l l C o n tr o l
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Skater Conscious:
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Compared to walking
speed, skaters move faster
for most of their time on
and off a skateboard
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Skater Conscious: A way of thinking. Skaters build upon the
seemingly mundane cityscape and imagine and embody another
world. Rather than space remaining static, it becomes constantly
reinterpreted by skater’s interaction with physical forms and their
projected use onto the environment. What can that mean for
architecture and the potential of skater and non-skater interaction
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This project proposes that a deeper understanding of skater’s
methods of interaction with their physical surroundings will aid in
the production of architectural interventions that enhance the

Non-Skaters

ARE rea
A

Skaters actively search for interesting spaces or even modify a site
in order to enhance their experience. Over time, skateboarders
develop a new way of thinking; a “skater conscious.” They build
upon the seemingly mundane cityscape and imagine and embody
another world. Non-skaters do not often share this resourcefulness;
nor the dynamic movement, physical engagement, or spatial
exploration.
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Skaters move through and experience space in unique ways.
While their boards enable this experience, there is more; most
spaces are not designed for them – and some are even designed
to keep them out – but, nevertheless, skaters persevere through
invention and creativity.

N o C o ntr ol

Research will use similar methods undertaken by skaters themselves;
maps and surveys will record existing skate spots and routes,
time lapse photography will capture motion and form, video will
document levels of speed, risk, area covered, and control.
Computational analyses of existing skater and non-skater spaces
will be used to test and imagine new expressive forms and novel
spatial experiences. A series of design protocols will then be
developed to define the parameters necessary to make spaces
that work for their original design and or both groups.

Non-Skaters experience
space only in ways
where they feel they
have full control

ARE rea
A

As a designer, I continue to be fascinated with the relationship
between skating and architecture. Skateboarding is made possible
by the built environment, but without architecture necessarily
being designed for its occurrence. Without knowing it, designers
have created environments that facilitate a social and artistic
culture to thrive. And this has happened – for the most part – in
leftover pieces of landscape, infrastructure, and urban settings.

built environment for both skaters and non-skaters. In a way, skaters
are architects; planning experience, developing form, recording
their work.

S

Skateboarding is a unique activity that changes your movement,
speed, visualization, and experience of the space around you.
Although, one’s personal experience is constantly evolving due
to change in skill, style, material, objects, terrain, environment,
and amount of speed.

F u l l C o n tr o l

Skaters move at a higher
speed and prefer to
switch environments
more frequently

1.2| MODIFYING FORMS AND SURFACES

1.3| SPECIALIZED OBJECTS
1.3.1 Found Objects
Lane Divider

Skaters have proven that almost any object is skateable or can
become skateable with the right modifications. These modifications
can be temporary, but they are constructed with semi-permanent
materials to hold up against weather and wear. Concrete is the
most common materials used by skaters to modify the world
around them. It is smooth enough to skate on, tough enough to
take impact, and fluid enough to create skateable terrains. These
additions to urban environments can be very small or very large
additions. Fig. 5 is a skatepark in Portland, Oregon named Burnside
Skatepark. It was originally built by the skate community, and after
gaining popularity, the city approved it as a public skatepark. 6

Every object that can be interacted with by a skateboarder will
fall into one of three catagories: Constructed objects, found
objects, or modifyed objects. These catagories are all interrelated
as particular objects within skateparks have been built based off
of found objects nad modifyed objects. Modifyed objects tend to
be created from found objects as well. Each catagory of object
can be found within each “style” of skating: Vert, street, or bowl.

Constructed Objects:
Crafted for the purpose of skating. These objects were either
designed based off the movements of the skater or they were
based of an existing object that had become appropriated by
skaters. Skateparks as a whole can be considered a constructed
object, but these can also exist as individual objects that make up
skatepark or a singular object used by an individual.
Found Objects:
Found objects are categorized by their design not originally being
for skateboarding. These are objects that skateboarders usually use
to preform on. There is a quite a long list of these objects and each
one can be used for multiple purposes, including its original use.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Modified Objects:
These kinds of objects start out as a found object, but they may
not work well with the skater from the start. Modification is then
necessary to create a better experience. These modification can
change the object completely (bending a pole) or they can be a
small addition to a larger object (adding concrete to a wall).
Fig. 3

Loading Dock

Stair & Handrail

1.3| SPECIALIZED OBJECTS

1.3| SPECIALIZED OBJECTS

1.3.2 Constructed Objects
Quarter Pipe

1.3.3 Modified Objects

Half Pipe

Mega Ramp

Quarter Pipe

Half Pipe

Mega Ramp

1.4| SKATER DOCUMENTATION

1.5| LITERATURE REVIEW
1.5.1 Henri Lefebvre

Still Photography

Film is the most used medium skateboarders will use to document
their movement. It works well for capturing speed, environment,
sound, style, and the narrative that most skate films create.

Photography is used mostly in magazines or advertising. It has
the advantage over film of being able to freeze movement and
more creative freedom with lens and light manipulation.

Sequence Photography
Sequence photography is how movement is captured without
video. Typically the skater will be performing a specific trick that
consists of multiple movement which are shown frame by frame.

Production:
For production to exist, there must be a goal or objective in view.
Spatial elements and the body, which include materials and
material, work together to move towards the objective. There is
no way to measure production with a constant factor because t is
a process of synchronicity, a constant change between activities
that all are part of production.

ed

Since all events are interrelated, space is not a product of
production, rather it is itself the origin and source of activity and
then can also be seen as the result of the “empiricism of those
Spatial
who use their hands and tools, who adjust and combine their
Practice
gestures and direct their energies as a function of specific tasks.”
(The perceived space)
(Lefebvre 79-80)
Space:
Space has no meaning until it is occupied by a body, but a specific
body that can “indicate direction by a gesture, of designating
rotation by turning around, of demarcating and orienting
space.” (Lefebvre 178) It is important to know that space is not
a pre-existing void (container) that can hold anything, this would
create a ‘logic of separation’ where neither the contents or the
container could impinge on each other.

Fig. 3

Fig. 6

Fig. 4

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 5

Fig. 13

Lefebvre introduces a contrary
hypothesis where “each living
body is space and has its space: it
produces itself in space and it also
produces that space.” (Lefebvre
178) This relationship of space and
body
become
interdependent
where space is limited by the actions
of the body and the actions of the
body are governed by space.

Action

Space

Representational
Space
(The lived space)

Representations
of Space
(The conceived space)

Produ
cti
ve
Produ
c

Film

Representations
of Space
(The conceived space)
Social Space:
The goal of Lefebvre’s theory of space was to encompass physical
space, mental or metaphoric space, and social space as to reveal
the social relations and modes of production within it. 5
Produ
cti
ve
Produ
c

The Production of Space

“Embraces production andAbility
reproduction,
and the particular
to reject
locations and spatial sets characteristic
of
each
social formation.
Analog
Spatial practice ensures continuity
and some degree of cohesion.
Digital
In terms of social space, and of each member of a given society’s
relationship to that space, this cohesion implies a guaranteed level
of competence and a specific level of performance.”(Lefebvre
41)
This is the space that
we experience in our
lives, itorisAccepted
between daily
Spatial
Imposed
reality (routine)
and
urban reality (linages
between
work, live,
Inverse
relationship
Inverse
relationship
play). It must have a certain cohesiveness, but does not have to
be planned or logically conceived. 1

CONTROL

AREA

“Tied to the relations of production and to the order which those
relations impose, and hence to knowledge, to signs, to codes,
Tactile
and to frontal
relations.” (Lefebvre 41)

Open
Direct Relationship
Dynamic
Enclosed
Ability to
Measurable
Time
This is the space crated by scientists,
urbansists, or social engineers
Man-made
who decide what is lived, perceived,
Visualand conceived. This type of

space makes up most societies. 1Natural

SPE

reject
Analog
Digital

Representational spaces (Ideals, Imagination, Theory, and Visions):

Space

Space

Experience/Knowledge

Spatial Practice (Daily Reality and Urban Reality):

Body
Representations of space (Maps,
Plans, Models, and Designs):
Conscious
Unconscious

ed

Spatial
Practice
(The perceived space)

CONTROL

Representational
Space
(The lived space)

“Embodying complex symbolisms, sometimes coded, sometimes
not, linked to the clandestine or underground side of social life,
as also to art (which may come eventually toSpatial
be defined less as
Impose
a code of space than as a code of representational spaces).”
Inverse relationship
Invers
(Lefebvre 41)
Overlaying physical space, this is the space of art and dreams
where imagination seeks to change and appropriate it, although
it is often made unrecognizable by representations of space. 1 Body

Conscious
Unconscious

AREA

Tactile

1.6| INSPIRATIONAL PROJECTS

2| PRECEDENT BUILDINGS

Bernard Tschumi

Lebbeus Woods

Martin Summers Studio Projects

Movement as Generator

Assorted Work

Disruptive Continuity

The selection of precedents was based on if the structure could
be used by both skaters and non-skaters, but also that the form
was not purely sculptural. With this criteria, the precedents chosen
would be complex in how their form created functionality and
how multiple types of groups could use them. Since analysis of the
buildings would contribute to the direction the thesis, looking at
projects of different scales and typology was important.
The four selected provide a good range of scale and formal
qualities. They all share an architectural characteristic where
surfaces flow between horizontal, diagonal, and vertical. Each
precedent manipulates surfaces to create a different function for
both skaters and non-skaters.

Fig. 15

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Fig. 21

Fig. 22

Fig. 23

Looking at the buildings, I learned by example how a simple form
can be structural, circulation, multiple functions and circulation
and activities to occur in, on, inside, ect. I saw that they could
be pushed further to provide even more interesting formal and
spatial experiences.

Fig. 16

“I think, you know, architecture should not just be something that follows up
on events but be a leader of events ... by implementing an architectural
action, you actually are making a transformation in the social fabric and
in the political fabric. Architecture becomes an instigator.”
(Lebbeus Woods)
Fig. 14

Fig. 17

2| PRECEDENT BUILDINGS
2.1 TWA TERMINAL
Eero Saarinen
Queens, NY
1963

NOT SKATEABLE/NOT FOR SKATERS
The forms in this airport flow from wall, to stair, ceiling, to floor.
The function of the forms is primarily circulation and strucuture
and for this reason the surfaces become unskateable.

Fig. 24

Fig. 25

Fig. 26

Fig. 27

2| PRECEDENT BUILDINGS
2.2 BasketBar
NL Architects
Netherlands
2003

Fig. 28

SKATEABLE/FOR SKATERS
This site was interesing for how the forms were designed not
only for skating but also a wheelchair ramp, seating, and
access to the sunken cafe. It was one of the few precedents
that purposefully tried to combine multiple user groups in one
space.

Fig. 29

Fig. 30

2| PRECEDENT BUILDINGS
2.3 Amos Rex

JKMM Architects
Queens, NY
1963

NOT SKATEABLE/NOT FOR SKATERS
The site consisted of a series of extrusions on the roof that
acted as light wells for the museum below. Although these
forms looked skateable, the texture of the bricks made them
unable to skate. They were designed to be sat on or walked
on, not skated.

Fig. 31

Fig. 32

Fig. 33

Fig. 34

2| PRECEDENT BUILDINGS
2.4 LA River

N/A
Los Angeles
Varies

Fig. 35

SKATEBALE/NOT FOR SKATERS
This piece of water control infrastructure is also well known
for being used by skateboarders and other user groups. The
drainage mainly flows through industrial districts which make
it perfect for skateboarders and others to use it for alternative
purposes.

Fig. 36

Fig. 38

3| PRECEDENT ANALYSIS

3| PRECEDENT ANALYSIS

3.1 Analysis Tool

The analysis tool used was a script from grasshopper which used
a component called “BlendC” which “creates a blend curve
between two curves.” The curves budge was determined from
numeric data input that would have different effects depending
on the orientation of the curve and if the value was positive or
negative.
The curves were used to explore the processes, limits, and
protocols for generating surfaces. Curves were generated
by picking lines from the sectional studies of the precedent
buildings. Each set of lines was used to create multiple different
curves. It was important that the analysis tool used data input so
that numeric limits could be set for all curves to follow.
GOAL:
The goal was to imagine new formal and spatial conditions by
manipulating an existing building to have another use or another
function it may not have been designed for.
FINDINGS:
The iterations generated within existing section created many
different types of spatial experiences. Some were impossible or
undesirable to inhabit/use, while others were full of potential for
both skaters and non-skaters. Identifying conditions that were to
extreme or restricting were helpful for understanding the limits of
both groups.

3.2 Method

(Bulge A, Bulge B)

Existing Section

Limits

Min/ Max

1.

2.

3.

A building cross section was used to begin generating curves
interpreted from existing building lines.

Three lines were then chosen that fell along the existing section.
These lines would be used to limit where the generated curves
went as well as their direction.

Curves were then generated using the endpoints of their limits as
their start and stop. Multiple iterations of these lines were layered
to show how the curve changes as it approaches its maximum
and minimum.

(-.35 , 1)

(-5 , 5)

(-.7 , 2)

(0 , 0)

(-4 , 4)
(-1.05 , 3)
(-3 , 3)

(-1.25 , 5)

(-1.4 , 4)

(-2 , 2)
(-3 , 1.4)
(-1 , 1)

(-2.4 , 1.12)
(-1.8 , .84)

(0 , 0)
(1 , -1)

(2 , -2)

(-1.2 , .56)
(0 , 0)
(3 , -3)
(-.6 , .28)
(4 , -4)

(5 , -5)

3.3| SPLINE ANALYSIS SERIES
3.3.1 TWA TERMINAL

The height is an obstacle
while the depth is unusable

The space created becomes
semi-enclose and difficult to
get out of

The vertical slope is too steep
and the depth of the curve is
too deep

3.3| SPLINE ANALYSIS SERIES
3.3.2 BasketBar

The curve is not dramatic
enough to create any effect

Curve pulls back too far and
creates too small of a space

Space created is too small to
be occupied or used

The angles created are too
acute to be occupied

3.3| SPLINE ANALYSIS SERIES
3.3.3 Amos Rex Museum

The vertical of the curve
becomes a wall

The depth creates makes the
space inescapable

The small dip breaks the
continuity of the curve

The angle the curve pulls
back is too acute

3.3| SPLINE ANALYSIS SERIES
3.3.4 LA River

Curve reaches too high and
creates a wall

The curve creates an
overhand breaks the
continuous interaction

4| DEVELOPING SURFACES
4.1 Physical Models

4| DEVELOPING SURFACES
4.2 Poster

4| DEVELOPING SURFACES
4.3 Body Relationships

5| SITE

5.1 Site Dispersion

Existing Topography

Topogrpahy Boundry

Divide Boundry

Reduce Grid

Project Center Points

Distribute Follies

Rotate Follies

Scale Follies

5| SITE

5.2 Folly Development

Boundry

Grid

Extrude Line Grid

Reduce Lines

Scale Lines

Interpret Curves

Create Lines

Loft Lines

Add Planes

Merge Grid, Surfaces, and Planes

5| SITE

5.3 Bellwood Quarry

The bellwood quarry is located in west Atlanta near the
Bankhead Marta station. There are plans to convert the empty
field into Westside park which, when completed, will be the
largest park in Atlanta at 280 acres. The proposed project is
basically a series of path that lead people through landscaped
fields of grass.
This site was chosen as a case study because the proposed
intervention could be seen as a challenge for what would be
built there in the furture. Arguably, the dispersed forms on the site
would create more interesting engagement for the public. The
expanse of the site would allow different levels of density of the
follies and create a more immersve environment than what is
planned to be built in phase 1 of Westside Park.
large site

Fig. 39

Fig. 40

Fig. 41

5| SITE

5.3.1 Sections

5| SITE

5.4 Interstate 85

This site is interesting because it has previously been repurposed
by skateboarders to create their own concrete skatepark.
However, the skatepark existed illigally and eventually was shut
down.
Unlike the bellwood Quarry, this site has some boundries that had
to be addressed. The boundries were seen as imput information
which the forms had to respond to. There was the height of the
freeway above and the columns that supported the highway.
Respoinding to these conditions caused the forms to be oriented
in a purposeful way rather than just generated onto the site.
The site intervention was seen as a way to respond to the needs
of the future community that would live in this area. Currently
there are no public parks that the residents in the surrounding
apartments could take advantage of. The project also would
provide bridges to get people safely across the streets.

5| SITE

5.4.1 Sections

5| SITE

5.5 Piedmont Park

The site is located at Piedmont Park along a drainage ditch that
connects to Clear Creek. The concrete inside the drainage ditch
is currently used by skateboarders for is sloped surfaces and
ledges. The Beltline runs directly parrallel to the site which would
bring in people from other areas of the park. The topography
of rises and falls with the slopes required to direct the water. This
provides an interesting dispersement of the forms where changes
of elevation become part of the expereince.
Even though the Beltliens continues this far into the park, there is
no current development of this area. The site intervention would
diversify the kind of programs occur within Piedmont Park as
currently it is mostly used for walking, running, and biking.

5| SITE

5.5.1 Sections

6| MODEL ANALYSIS
6.1 Model Series

Each model started as two intersected forms and several copies of each individual form that made up the intersection. These were
combined with the idea of creating enclosure that could be carved from a massing and added thickness. As more forms were added
to the assemblage, certain surfaces carved away at the landscape to add a subtractive element to the models. Sheet metal was
used as a way to blend the landscape back into the forms so they would be one with the topography. Remanants of the structural
grid were punctured through to add another level of complexity.
The goals of the models were to quickly imagine ways that the forms could create spatial conditions and glitch themselves into
creating new formal conditions that were not seen in the digital models.

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

6| MODEL ANALYSIS
6.2 Model 1

To better understnad the potencial within the physcial models, they were brought back into the digital to be analysed with the
parametric curve tool. The tool was used to imagine further modifications of the forms in relation to the human scale. To understand
the spaticality of the forms, sections were generated to represent what interior space could look like. Different activities and functions
were represented with scale figures.

Carving forms deeper creates potencial for skateable surface.

Layering different forms together creates different levels of interaction.

The forms can be utilized both underneath and on top of.

6| MODEL ANALYSIS
6.3 Model 2

Adjusting the angle of the surface will determine which group can interact
with it.

Ramps can be created that provide access to the inside of the forms while
the roof can be occupied by another group.

Carving within the inside can create slopes for biking/skating, flat
spaces fro sitting or standing, or large coverings.

Gentle slopes can be used for running, walking, or seating.

6| MODEL ANALYSIS
6.4 Model 3

Platforms extending out can be used as elevated walking path while beneath
they create convering.

Carving large interior spaces can create spaces for gathering

Carved spaces can open up to the outside or be a singular closed space

6| MODEL ANALYSIS
6.5 Model 4

Multiple level of engagement can occur depening on the floor
height above.

Constantly sloping surface allow activites to switch as you move through a
form

Carving deeper produces a steeper slope which will effect activites occuring
on the surface.

6| MODEL ANALYSIS
6.6 Model 5

The slope of the form can create seating and continue into down into the
landscape to create a gathering space

Observation platforms can be created by extending surfaces above carved
landcape.

Open, interconnnected space inside the forms incourage exploration

6| MODEL ANALYSIS
6.7 Sectional Study

7| SITE INTERVENTION
7.1 Aerial Views

7| SITE INTERVENTION
7.2 Perspectives

7| SITE INTERVENTION
7.3 Cross-Sections

7| SITE INTERVENTION

7.4 Longitudinal Section

“Modifying typical architectural forms and design processes
towards the development of new spatial experiences”

8| REFLECTIONS

The project began with a facination for how
skateboarders interacted with urban architecture.
It investiagated the potencial for how architects
could adopt the way skateboarders think, skater
conscious, into the design process for urban space.
The site intervention was designed to produce areas
of appropriationg, participation, and collision. The
project allowed the architecture to break free from
typical design process and let the user define their
experience in a spaces crafted to have endless
potencial. To further the complexity of the design,
future work could address greenery, material,
texture, lighting, and analysis for how speed relates
to experience.

9| AWARDS

10| PRESENTATION BOARDS

2D PROCESS:

INTRODUCTION:
ABSTRACT:

DEFINITION:

RESEARCH:

ANALYSIS TOOL:

As a designer, I continue to be fascinated with the relationship between skating and
architecture. Skateboarding is made possible by the built environment, but without
architecture necessarily being designed for its occurrence. Without knowing it, designers
have created environments that facilitate a social and artistic culture to thrive. And this has
happened – for the most part – in leftover pieces of landscape, infrastructure, and urban
settings.

This term is used to describe the mindset of skaters which produces their unique interaction with
objects. They reject the set paths, boundaries and predetermined programs of cites and substitute
their own use onto objects and space.

The research for this project began by reading Iain Borden’s Skateboarding, Space
and the city - Architecture and the Body. Borden, a historian, begins the book by
outlining where skateboarding came from, how it was created, and what the first
terrains were that it interacted with. As the book progresses into chapters such as
Body Space, Urban Compositions, and Performing the City, it begins to rely heavily
on the writings of Henri Lefevbre to support its points. lefebvre was a French Marxist
Philosopher who wrote many books about his theries on the production of social
space and an individuals interaction within a city. Borden outlines specific parts of
these theories and uses them as a argue that skateboarding is actually reshaping the
space within cities by rearranging its space-body-time relationship constantly. Below I
will talk breifly about each author and pull out the key points that Borden builds upon
and that also helped to shape this thesis.

The analysis tool used was a script from grasshopper which used a component called
“BlendC” which “creates a blend curve between two curves.” The curves budge was
determined from numeric data input that would have different effects depending on
the orientation of the curve and if the value was positive or negative.

Research will use similar methods undertaken by skaters themselves; maps and surveys will
record existing skate spots and routes, time lapse photography will capture motion and form,
video will document levels of speed, risk, area covered, and control.
Computational analyses of existing skater and non-skater spaces will be used to test and
imagine new expressive forms and novel spatial experiences. A series of design protocols will
then be developed to define the parameters necessary to make spaces that work for their
original design and or both groups.

THESIS STATEMENT:
Skaters actively search for interesting spaces or even modify a site in order to enhance their
experience. Over time, skateboarders develop a new way of thinking; a “skater conscious.” They
build upon the seemingly mundane cityscape and imagine and embody another world. Nonskaters do not often share this resourcefulness; nor the dynamic movement, physical engagement,
or spatial exploration.
This project proposes that a deeper understanding of skater’s methods of interaction with their
physical surroundings will aid in the production of architectural interventions that enhance the
built environment for both skaters and non-skaters. In a way, skaters are architects; planning

HENRI LEFEBVRE
Books:
The Critique of Everyday Life
Writings on Cities
Everyday Life in the Modern World
The Production of Space
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Skateboarding is captured in three main mediums: still photography, sequence photography,
and film. “All these kinds of imagery are central to skateboardings development”
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OBJECT OVERVIEW:
CONSTRUCTED OBJECTS:

Space:
Space has no meaning until it is occupied by a body, but
a specific body that can “indicate direction by a gesture,
of designating rotation by turning around, of demarcating
and orienting space.” (Lefebvre 178) It is important to know
that space is not a pre-existing void (container) that can
hold anything, this would create a ‘logic of separation’
where neither the contents or the container could impinge
on each other.

REDUCE

SCALE

SELECT LINES

CREATE LINES

INTERPRET CURVES

LOFT

PLANES

COMBINE

TOPOGRAPHY

REDUCE GRID

GRID

PROJECT POINTS

DISTRIBUTE

ROTATE

SCALE

ASSIGN MODULES

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

(-3 , 1.4)
(-3 , 3)

(-2.4 , 1.12)

(-2 , 2)

(-1.8 , .84)

(-1.2 , .56)

(0 , 0)

(1 , -1)

ed

(-.35 , 1)

(0 , 0)

(-.7 , 2)

(2 , -2)

(-.6 , .28)

(3 , -3)

(0 , 0)

(-1.05 , 3)
(-1.25 , 5)

(-1.4 , 4)

(4 , -4)

Ability to reject
Analog
Digital

(5 , -5)

SITES:

Space

PROCESS:

Spatial
Inverse relationship

Representational
Space
(The lived space)

EXISTING SECTION:

LIMITS:
AREA

Action

“Modifying typical
architectural forms and
design processes towards
the development of new
spatial experiences”

(-1 , 1)

CONTROL

The iterations generated within existing section created many different types of spatial
experiences. Some were impossible or undesirable to inhabit/use, while others were
full of potencial for both skaters and non-skaters. Identifying conditions that were to
extreme or restricting were helpful for understanding the limits of both groups.

Since all events are interrelated, space is not a product of production, rather it is itself the origin and
source of activity and then can also be seen as the result of the “empiricism of those who use their
hands and tools, who adjust and combine their gestures and direct their energies as a function of
specific tasks.” (Lefebvre 79-80)

NTTRRO
OLL
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C
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EXTRUDE GRID

(-4 , 4)

The goal was to imagine new formal and spatial conditions by manipulating an
Representations
existing building to have another use or another function it may not have been
of Space
designed for.
(The conceived space)

Production:
For production to exist, there must be a goal or objective in view. Spatial elements and the body,
which include materials and materiel, work together to move towards the objective. There is no way to
measure production with a constant factor because t is a process of synchronicity, a constant change
between activities that all are part of production.
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GRID

SITE INTERVENTION

(Buldge A, Buldge B)

Spatial
Practice
(The perceived space)

Production of Space

MODEL ANALYSIS

3D PROCESS:

(-5 , 5)

The curves were used to explore the processes, limits, and protocols for generating
surfaces. Curves were generated by picking lines from the sectional studies of the
precedent buildings. Each set of lines was used to create multiple different curves. It
was important that the analysis tool used data input so that numeric limits could be
set for all curves to follow.

Produ
cti
ve

Skaters actively search for interesting spaces or even modify a site in order to enhance their
experience. Over time, skateboarders develop a new way of thinking; a “skater conscious.”
They build upon the seemingly mundane cityscape and imagine and embody another world.
Non-skaters do not often share this resourcefulness; nor the dynamic movement, physical
engagement, or spatial exploration.

Skater Conscious: A way of thinking. Skaters build upon the seemingly mundane cityscape and
imagine and embody another world. Rather than space remaining static, it becomes constantly
reinterpreted by skater’s interaction with physical forms and their projected use onto the environment.
What can that mean for architecture and the potential of skater and non-skater interaction?

Produ
c

Skaters move through and experience space in unique ways. While their boards enable this
experience, there is more; most spaces are not designed for them – and some are even
designed to keep them out – but, nevertheless, skaters persevere through invention and
creativity.

BODY RELATIONSHIP

Tactile
Open
Enclosed
Man-made

Imposed or Accepted
Inverse relationship

CURVATURE:

Body
Conscious
Unconscious

MIN/MAX:

BELLWOOD QUARRY:

INTERSTATE-85:

PIEDMONT PARK DRAINAGE:

SPEED
Direct Relationship
Measurable
Visual
Natural

1.

2.

A building cross section was used to begin generating curves
interpretted from existing building lines.

Three lines were then chosen that fell along the existing section.
These lines would be used to limit where the generated curves
went as well as their direction.

Dynamic
Time

3.

4.

Curves were then generated using the endpoints of their limits as
their start and stop.

Multiple iterations of these lines were layered to show how the
curve changes as it approaches its maximum and minimum.

Space

Lefebvre introduces a contrary hypothesis where “each
living body is space and has its space: it produces itself in
space and it also produces that space.” (Lefebvre 178) This
relationship of space and body become interdependent
where space is limited by the actions of the body and the
actions of the body are governed by space.

PRECEDENTS:

Experience/Knowledge

Social Space:
The goal of Lefebvre’s theory of space was to encompass physical space, mental or metaphoric
space, and social space as to reveal the socail relations and modes of production within it. 5
Spatial Practice (Daily Reality and Urban Reality):
This is the space that we expereience in our lives, it is between daily reality (routine) and urban reality
(linages between work, live, play). It must have a certain cohesiveness, but does not have to be
planned or logically conceived. 1

TWA TERMINAL

AMOS REX

BASKETBAR

LA RIVER

JKMM Architects | Helsinki, Finland | 2018

NL Architects | Netherlands| 2003

N/A | Los Angeles | Varies

Representations of space (Maps, Plans, Models, and Designs):
This is the space crated by scientists, urbansists, or social engineers who decide what is lived, perceived,
and conceived. This type of space makes up most societies. 1

STILL PHOTOGRAPHY:

Representational spaces (Ideals, Imagination, Theory, and Visions):
Overlaying physical space, this is the space of art and dreams where imagination seeks to change
and appropriate it, although it is often made unrecognizable by representations of space. 1

Photography is used mostly in magazines or advertising. It has the advantage over film of being
able to freeze movement and allows more creative freedom with lens and light manipulation.

CONTROL

Produ
c

Produ
cti
ve

Representations
of Space
(The conceived space)

Eero Saarinen | Qweens, NY | 1963

SECTIONS:
Ability to reject
Analog
Digital

ed

Spatial
Practice
(The perceived space)

Space
Spatial
Inverse relationship

Representational
Space
(The lived space)

Zero Degree Architecture(188) - Writing on cities

SEQUENCE PHOTOGRAPHY:

AREA

Zero degree architecture is made up of a collection of zero points of neutral status. There are zero
points of language, objects, space, need, and time. These describe specific instances where there is
no creative oeuvre or ability to appropriate. Esencially anything that makes up space has become
so defined that it results in no diversity of experience rather a banal monotony.3

Sequence photography is how movement is captured without video. Typically the skater will be
performing a specific trick that consists of multiple movement which are shown frame by frame.

Rhythmanlysis
Action

FOUND OBJECTS:

Imposed or Accepted
Inverse relationship

Body
Conscious
Unconscious

“Any revolutionary project today whether utopian or realstic, must, if it is to avoid hopeless banality,
make the reappropriation of the body, in association with the reappropriation of space, into a nonnegotialble part of its agenda”. Lefebvre understands rythems as a relationship between space and
time. Rhythemanalysis is a process of understnading the indirect signals that create rhythems and
Space
their relation
to time and space. These rhythems would relate internally to the body (breathing or
hunger), but also externally (sexuality or social life).To be able to understand and appropriate the
polyrhythmic body, it must be known that rhythems cannot be described or studied by a process of
analytical thought.1

Tactile
Open
Enclosed
Man-made

ANALYSIS:
Direct Relationship
Measurable

SPEED

Dynamic
Time

Visual
The analysis tool used was a script from grasshopper which used a component called
Natural
“BlendC” which
“creates a blend curve between two curves.” The curves budge was
determined from numeric data input that would have different effects depending on
the orientation of the curve and if the value was positive or negative.

Experience/Knowledge

IAIN BORDEN
Books:
Skateboarding, Space, and the City - Architecture and the Body

Production of Space
Through an eceryday practice - neither consciously theorized nor programmed, skateboarding
suggests that pleasure rather than work, use values rather than exchange values, activity rather
than passivity, performing rather than recording, are the potencial components of the future, as yet
unknown city.
“Skateboarding should be considered as a lived concept, one which both draws occasionally on
the conceptual for its rationale and conducts conceptual operations in a non-codified way. Finally,
there is even the possiblity that, if representations project themselves in advance of the here-andnow, then being may be ahead of consciousness.” (Borden 207)

The small dip breaks the
continuity of the curve

The curve is not dramatic
enough to create any effect

Curve reaches too high and
creates a wall

The vertical slope is too steep
and the depth of the curve is
ttoo deep

Because skateboarding operates by enacting action onto objects that already have a purpose,
Borden classifies it as acting within the “Representational Space”. Skateboarders do have a spatial
practice and act within representations of space, but the once there is interaction through the
skateboard is when a skateboarder moves to this other part of the production of space.
“...the skater’s performative body has the ability to deal with a given set of pre-determined
circumstances and to extract what you want and to discard the rest, and so reproduces architecture
in its own measure, re-editing it as a series of surfaces, textures and micro-objects” (Borden 214)

BERNARD TSCHUMI
Movement as Generator

The space created becomes
semi-enclose and difficult to
get out of

The height is an obstacle
while the depth is unusable

The verticality of the curve
becomes a wall

The depth creates makes the
space inescapeable

Curve pulls back too far and
creates too small of a space

The curve creates an
overhand breaks the
continuous interaction

CROSS SECTION

Space created is too small to
be occupied or usedx

MODIFIED OBJECTS:

FILM:
The angle the curve pulls
back is too acute

Film is the most used medium skateboarders will use to document their movement. It works well
for capturing speed, environment, sound, style, and the narrative that most skate films create.

The angles created are too
acute to be occupied

Superimpositions / Juxtapositions / Permutations

CROSS SECTION

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

4

5

6

LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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